The Burrows-Wheeler-Transform (BWT) is an invertible permutation of a text known to be highly compressible but also useful for sequence analysis, what makes the BWT highly attractive for lossless data compression. In this paper, we present a new technique to reduce the size of a BWT using its combinatorial properties, while keeping it invertible. The technique can be applied to any BWT-based compressor, and, as experiments show, is able to reduce the encoding size by 8 − 16% on average and up to 33 − 57% in the best cases (depending on the BWTcompressor used), making BWT-based compressors competitive or even superior to today's best lossless compressors.
Introduction
Lossless data compression plays an important role in modern digitization, as it enables us to shift and save computation resources during information exchange. For example, consider a setting where a computationally strong computer has to distribute data over a limited channel-by use of data compression, the storage requires less resources, and the file can be transmitted faster due to reduced data size-with the drawback of extra computation time for en-and decoding the information. Data compression is widespread today, current challenges are not only to compress data, but also to serve special features like resourceefficient decompression or even working on the compressed data directly, because the only way to fit it in memory (and thus process it fast) consists of using a compressed representation.
Compressors for the first mentioned feature typical make use of LZ77 [33]-a compression technique that, briefly speaking, replaces repeats in a text by references-resulting in very good compression rates and very fast decompression. Popular examples of compressors using LZ77 are gzip [12] or 7-zip [27], which can be categorized as file transmission compressors.
A different technique for the second mentioned feature makes use of the Burrows-WheelerTransform (BWT) [3] , which is an invertible permutation of the characters in the original text. The BWT itself does not compress data, but the transformed string tends to have some properties which make it highly compressible. The most popular compressor of such kind is bzip2 [30], but compression rates are not the only aspect that make the BWT interesting: also, the BWT in combination with wavelet trees [14] is well known to be an extremely useful and efficient tool for sequence analysis, commonly known as FM-index [8] . Figure 1 Suffix array, Burrows-Wheeler-Transformation L, F, run-length encoded BWT rlencode(L) and the prefixes preceding a suffix (third column) for S = easypeasy$. The BWT is almost the same string as the concatenation of the last characters from prefixes preceding suffixes, except for the sentinel character. Also one can see that those prefixes often share more than one character with the prefixes standing next to them.
In other words, the Burrows-Wheeler Transform is the concatenation of characters which cyclically precede suffixes in the suffix array. An example of a suffix array and a BWT can be found in Figure 1 . An important property of the BWT is its invertibility, i.e. it's possible to reconstruct the original string S solely from its BWT. Therefore, we use the notation rank S (c, i) to denote the number of occurrences of character c in the string S [1. .
i], select S (c, i) to denote the position of the i-th occurrence of c in S and C S [c] to denote the number of characters smaller than c in S, that is, C S [c] := |{ i ∈ [1, n] | S[i] < c }|.
Definition 3. Let S be a string of length n, SA and L be its corresponding suffix array and BWT. The LF-mapping is a permutation of integers in range [1, n] defined as follows: The LF-mapping carries its name because it maps each character in L to its corresponding position in F. To put it differently, the LF-mapping induces a walk through the suffix array in reverse text order, which commonly is called a "backward step". Lemma 4. Let S be a string of length n, SA and LF be its suffix array and LF-mapping.
Thus, any BWT can be inverted by computing LF (which can solely be done using L), taking a walk through the suffix array in reverse text order using LF and meanwhile collecting characters from L, what yields the reverse string of S (see [3] for more details). Our next concern of the LF-mapping which will be important later is its parallelism property inside runs, that is, a consecutive sequence of the same character in the BWT.
Lemma 5. Let S be a string of length n, L and LF be its corresponding BWT and LFmapping. For any interval
Proof. Follows directly from Definition 3.
To get an understanding why the BWT is useful for data compression, we need a better understanding of it. The suffix array places lexicographically similar suffixes next to each other. Therefore, suffixes in subsequences of the suffix array often share a common prefix (context). As the BWT consists of the cyclic preceding characters of those suffixes, a subsequence of the BWT can be seen as a collection of characters preceding the same context in S. As a result, the character distribution inside a subsequence of the BWT gets skew, i.e. it is dominated by just a few characters which frequently appear before the context.
Typical BWT compressors make use of this fact by transforming the BWT such that the locally skew character distributions turn into a global skew character distribution-an example for such a transformation is given by the Move-To-Front Transformation [29, 3] . Finally, the global skew character distribution of the transform is useful for the last stage of typical BWT compressors: entropy encoding. The target of entropy encoding is to minimize the middle cost for the encoding of a character in a string using its character distribution. A well-known lower bound for this cost is given by the entropy definition of Shannon [31]:
Definition 6. Let S be a string of length n, and let c c be the count of character c in S. The entropy H(S) of string S is defined as H(S) := c∈Σ cc n log n cc = log n − 1 n c∈Σ c c log c c . Over the years, a couple of methods were developed to achieve cost-optimal entropy coding; most famous of such methods are Huffman coding [15] and Arithmetic coding [28] . However, it can be shown that the more skew a character distribution of an underlying source is, the more the entropy decreases. Consequently, the BWT transformation normally is highly compressible using an entropy encoder.
Another trick for improving compression used by most state-of-the-art BWT compressors is run-length-encoding. First of all, a run is a (length-maximal) subsequence in which all characters are equal. Run-length-encoding transforms a run with height (length) h of character c into the string c h
is the binary representation of h (in the encoding, the leading one is cut, and the symbols 0 and 1 are assumed to be distinct from symbols in S). Figure 1 shows an example of run-length-encoding which often reduces the length of a BWT drastically. We refer to [7] for a survey about further BWT compression methods, and introduce our last preliminary definition: the indicator function.
Definition 7. Let P be any boolean predicate. The indicator function 1 P then is defined as 1 P := 1 if predicate P is true, and 1 P := 0 otherwise.
Tunneling
The last section explained why the BWT produces long runs of the same character. Briefly speaking, the consecutive characters in the BWT are followed by similar contexts (suffixes) in the original text, and similar contexts tend to be preceded by the same character. The BWT limits the strings preceding contexts to just 1 character, but there is no reason why longer preceding strings shouldn't be similar too 2 . In fact, this often is the case in repetitive texts: In Figure 1 , the suffixes S SA [9] and S SA [10] are both preceded by the same string eas.
The intention of this section is to show a way how to use the similarity of the preceding strings to reduce the size of the BWT while keeping the invertibility and combinatorial properties of the BWT intact. Unlike existing approaches [24], we will not use word substitutions to achieve this goal; the problem of word substitutions is to find a good substitution scheme, as well as storing the word dictionary efficiently. Instead, we present a method based on the combinatorics of the BWT, which contains the "word dictionary" implicitly in the remaining BWT, and offers an easier way to find a good substitution scheme-completely without substitution. Our first step will be the definition of blocks, which are-short speaking-repetitions of the same preceding string in lexicographically consecutive suffixes.
Definition 8. Let S be a string of length n and L be its BWT. A block B is a pair of an integer d and an interval [ Blocks can also be seen as character matrices where each column consists of the same character and each row is build by picking characters in BWT during d consecutive applications of the LF-mapping, see also We also want to note that each column of a block can be mapped to a substring in the BWT which consists of the same character.
Definition 9. Let S be a string of length n, L and F be its corresponding BWT and F-Column, and let B = d − [i, j] be a block of S. The process of tunneling block B is defined as follows:
. remove positions k that were crossed out both in L and F from L, F and the bitvectors cntL and cntF.
To tunnel a whole set B of blocks, we apply each step to all blocks B ∈ B before continuing with the next step, where the result (L, cntL and cntF) is called a tunneled BWT. A simpler description of tunneling a block can be given as follows: Remove all positions of the block from the BWT, except for those in the rightmost or leftmost column or uppermost row of the block. Afterwards, cross out positions in the interval start from L and the interval end from F, both except for the uppermost position. An example can be seen in Figure 2 .
The interesting question will be if we are able to reconstruct the text, even if we remove positions from the BWT. Beforehand however, we need to care about block intersections, since they can produce side effects when tunneling more than one block.
be two different blocks of a string S with BWT L and LF-mapping LF. We say that B andB collide if they share positions in L, i.e. there exists
We call each position in the intersection a shared position. Analogously, we say that a block 
If the conditions are not fulfilled, or if a collision is a self-collision, we call it critical. Now let us discuss the effect of the classifying criteria of collisions from Definition 10 a bit further. By the criteria, a compensable collision always consists of a "wider" (outer) and a "shorter but higher" (inner) block: The start and end interval of the outer block contain no shared position (condition 1), which in conjunction with condition 3 implies that the outer block must be wider than the inner one. For the inner block, at least one row must be unshared (condition 2), what in conjunction with condition 3 analogously shows that the inner block must be higher than the outer one. In the sense of visualization, these conditions build kind of a cross overlay of blocks, as depicted in Figure 3a . Extending this idea to more than two blocks, the criteria forms a natural hierarchy on colliding blocks, which will be useful for invertibility issues.
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The purpose of this section is to show that a tunneled BWT can be inverted, i.e. the original string from which a BWT was constructed from can be rebuilt. As a first step, we will introduce a new generalized LF-mapping.
Definition 11. Let L be the Burrows-Wheeler-Transformation of a string of length n and let cntL and cntF be two bitvectors of size n. The generalized LF-mapping is defined by
Definition 11 is almost equal to the normal LF-mapping-except that characters crossed out in L are ignored, while characters crossed out in F are skipped. Next, we will see that this definition is reasonable for tunneling, as it maintains its structure when removing positions from L in the "right" manner. 
Let cntF and cntL be two bitvectors such that LF

Let i be an integer with cntL
and F) from L, cntL and cntF does not change the mapping: Define
Then, for the corresponding mapping LF cntL cntF the following holds:
Lemma 12 looks really bulky at the first moment, but reflects the operations required for tunneling, as we will see by discussing its different properties. Property 1 says that the new LF-mapping is identical to the old if we cross out nothing, and is straightforward. The more interesting property 2 tells us that the LF-mapping stays identical if we cross out consecutive positions in L and F in terms of text order. To explain why this works, think of a character c at position i in a BWT. If we cross out c in L, it is ignored, and thus the LF-mapping of all characters in L which are greater than c (or equal to c but placed below of i) gets shifted one position upwards, and thus is modified. Now, as we also cross out LF[i] in F, and crossed-out positions in F are skipped, all of the modified positions are shifted one position downward, because their original LF-mapping was greater than LF[i], and thus, the mapping stays identical. Property 3 also is easy to understand, as it says that a position which is ignored in L and skipped in F can be completely removed. A formal proof of the properties can be found in Appendix A, but for now let us concentrate on the reconstruction of the original text.
The idea for reconstruction will be as follows: According to Lemma 12, tunneling will leave the LF-mapping identical, so we need only to clarify how to deal with tunneled blocks. As a remainder, tunneling means that we remove all of the characters except for the rightmost and leftmost column and uppermost row of a block. In blocks, we know that each row of the block is identical, and all of the rows run in parallel (in terms of the LF-mapping). Thus, if we reach the start of a tunnel, we will save the offset to the uppermost row, proceed at the uppermost row, and, once we leave the tunnel, use the saved offset to get back to the correct "lane", as shown Figure 2c and described in Algorithm 1. The reconstruction process also inspired us to name the method tunneling: once the start of a block is reached, the offset to the uppermost row gets saved, and we enter the "tunnel", namely the uppermost row. After the tunnel ended, the temporarily information is used to get back to the correct "lane", that is the row on which we entered the tunnel. As we know that each row of a block is identical (in terms of characters), and that the LF-mapping in a block runs in parallel (Lemma 5), for correct reconstruction, it's sufficient to store the relative offset to the top of a block when entering it, reconstruct any of the rows of the block, and at the end of the block use the stored offset to step back to the relative position on which the block was entered-as performed by Algorithm 1. In case of block collisions, by the hierarchy build from the condition of compensable collisions, a tunnel will not be left until all its inner colliding block tunnels are left, thus the stack in Algorithm 1 correctly matches each tunnel end with the offset the tunnel was entered.
Finally In contrast, when dealing with critical collisions, Algorithm 1 will not be able to correctly match a tunnel start or end to the corresponding tunnel due to the intersections of start intervals or end intervals of blocks. In the case of self-collisions, the tunneling process from Definition 9 will remove entries of the topmost row of the self-colliding block from the BWT, thus falsifying the correctness proof of Algorithm 1.
Practical Implementation
This section's purpose is to give a brief summary on how to use BWT tunneling practically. Our first restriction therefore is to focus only on such-called run-blocks, what will make tunneling easier to handle. A run-block is a block whose start and end intervals have the same height as the runs in the BWT where the intervals occur. Furthermore, we will focus only on width-maximal run-blocks having height and width both greater than one.
Definition 14.
Let S be a string of length n and L be its BWT. Furthermore, assume that the border cases
A run-block RB is called width-maximal if it is wider than any colliding run-block RB with same height, i.e. RB and RB collide and h B = h RB ⇒ w RB ≥ w RB .
An example of run-blocks is given in Figure 1 Run-blocks with height greater than one will never be self-colliding 3 -also, any collision between width-maximal run-blocks always is compensable: a run-block is height-maximal in sense of its start-and end-interval, thus any collision enforces one block to be higher and on the "inside" of the other, as required by Definition 10.
Block Computation
Our first concern is how blocks can be computed. For arbitrary blocks, a simple solution would be to compute the pairwise longest common suffixes of S [1. .
SA[i]) and S[1..SA[i + 1]),
and afterwards enumerate the blocks using a stack-based approach-which is possible in O(n), see [16] and [18] . However, as we want to compute the restricted set of width-maximal run-blocks, we will choose a different approach.
We will describe the idea of the approach only; see Appendix C for an algorithm. The idea is to use runs as a start point, and use the LF-mapping to proceed over the BWT. Every time a run is reached which allows to width-extend the current block, the current block is pushed on a stack and the run is used as new block. Then, as soon as the current block cannot be extended (because the current run is not high enough), blocks are popped from the stack until an extendable block is reached. During the removal of blocks, the necessary conditions for width-maximal run-blocks can be checked. Also, to increase efficiency, a side-effect similar to pointer jumping is used, which allows to skip already processed blocks.
Tunneled BWT Encoding
The encoding of a tunneled BWT requires to encode three components: the remaining BWT L, as well as the bitvectors cntL and cntF. To reduce a component, we merge cntL and cntF to a new vector named aux by setting aux 
(b) merge bitvectors cntL and cntL to vector aux As the components L and aux originate from the same source and are quite similar, we'll encode both components with the same BWT backend encoder, like, for example, Move-To-Front-Transformation + run-length-encoding of zeros + entropy encoding. This not only simplifies the implementation, but also allows to uncouple the block choice from the used backend encoder: As tunneling leaves the uppermost row of a block intact, the effect of tunneling can be summarized as shortening runs in L at cost of increasing the number of runs in aux due to the tunnel-marking symbols. For a good block-choice, it is useful to think of a tax system: a good choice maximizes the net-benefit, which is given by gross-benefit (amount of information removed from L) minus the tax (amount of information required to encode aux). Now, as long as different backend encoders encode runs in a similar fashion, an optimal block choice for a specific backend encoder will be near-optimal for all the other backend encoders, as the efficiency of such encoders can be seen as a constant c which does not affect the maximization of the net-benefit.
As most state-of-the-art compressors use run-length-encoding, we estimate net-benefit and tax in terms of run-length-encoding. Consequently, the net-benefit between a normal BWT L and a tunneled BWT L is given by
where n := |rlencode(L)| is the number of characters of the run-length-encoding of L, H is the entropy function from Definition 6, rc is the number of run-characters in rlencode(L) (all characters except for the run-heads) and tc is the number of removed run-characters in rlencode( L) , see also Appendix D. The tax is given by
where t is the number of tunneled Blocks and h := log
with r h>1 being the number of runs with height greater than 1, see also Appendix D.
Block Choice
The estimators from the last section give a clear indication that tunneling will not always improve compression-picking too small blocks may result in a tax whose size overcomes the gross-benefit. It is clear however that bigger blocks are preferable to smaller ones-thus a greedy approach will produce best results. Algorithm 2 sketches our strategy for choosing blocks, also considering that the gross-benefit and the tax do not grow in a likewise manner.
Data: a set RB of width-maximal run-blocks and a function score which for each block returns the amount of run-characters it removes. Result: the array BS and a number t best , whereby BS[1..t best ] contains the blocks of a greedy block choice.
1 let BS be an array of size |RB| 2 t best ← 0 // number of tunnels allowing best benefit 3 b best ← 0 // best tunneling net-benefit in bits 4 tc ← 0 // number of run-characters removed by tunneling 5 for t ← 1 to |BS| do 6 let B ∈ RB be the block with score(B) maximal The collision handling of Algorithm 2 can be done using a collision graph, that is, a graph connecting colliding blocks whose intersecting area is not overlaid by a third block. Line 7 then can be implemented using a graph traversal together with block information, while Line 8 can be performed by removing the node corresponding to block B from the graph.
Implementing block scores is a bit complicated, as run-length-encoding is used. Initially, the score of a Block B gets to the sum of the run-lengths of all runs B points in minus the sum of all reduced run-lengths, i.e. the sum of log(h) − log(h − h B ) for each run of height h where B points in. Score updates of outer collisions are approximated by multiplying the score with the ratio by which the block width was shortened. Score updates of inner collisions can be done by subtracting the width-difference-ratio-multiplied score of B.
5
By using a heap, Algorithm 2 can be shown to run in O(n log |RB|) time (Appendix E). Unfortunately, we have to mention that the greedy strategy is not always optimal: think of three blocks whose colliding picture forms a shape like a big "H". If the middle block has a score bigger than that of the outer blocks (but close enough), for t = 1, the middle block is the optimal choice, while for t = 2 the outer blocks would be preferred, what is not covered by the algorithm. These situations however should not occur often in practice, so we neglected them.
Experimental Results
This section contains experimental results showing the effectiveness of our new technique. We applied our technique as described in the last section to three different BWT compressors: Beside of compression improvements, it is important to see if tunneling exploits its full potential not only in theory (as shown in the heuristics and approximations from last section) but also in practice. Therefore, we measured how well the theoretical model fits to the respective compressor by comparing the gross-net benefit ratios of model and compressor: as the efficiency of a compressor can be seen as some constant which is canceled when dividing two benefits from the same source, the gross-net benefit ratio should mostly be independent from the efficiency of a compressor, making it nicely comparable. Figure 5 shows compression improvements and the model fit as min-max distance min{x,y} max{x,y} of both ratios. As the box plots show, the compression improvements of tunneling are significant and the theoretical model fits quite well. However, for half of the test files the encoding size decrease lies below 4 − 11%-not very surprisingly, this half typically consists of small to mediumsized files where the normal BWT-based compressors work very good already. Compression improvements for the upper half of the data however are significant and range from 4 − 11% 5 Let Bin be the inner colliding block of B. We set score(Bin) = score(Bin) − wB in wB · score(B), which is motivated by the fact that log(
) for a single run in which Bin and B collide. 6 Note that this data structure is not capable of text indexing. By permuting the bits in cntL according to the permutation induced by stably sorting column L, the generalized LF-mapping can be computed using select cntF (1,
, allowing backward steps using wavelet trees. Unfortunately, more technical problems must be solved, outreaching the scope of this paper. encoding size decrease up to 33 − 57% decrease. Also, it seems that the better the compressor works (in terms of compression rate), the better the model fits.
The outliers in the model fit can be ignored for two reasons: first, as the figure shows, tunneling never worsens compression by a serious amount; second, the potential of tunneling in all those files (fraction of net-benefit of theoretical model and the size of the bwz encoding) is below 0.3%. The model fit itself however shouldn't be overestimated, as we tested tunneling with different models, always getting a quite similar compression result. Beside of pure compression, we want to note that tunneling has its price: the time and space requirements for encoding roughly double, while decoding time and space requirements are reduced by a small amount.
Conclusion
As we have seen in the last Section, compression gains due to our technique are a significant improvement to BWT-based compression. The technique however is in early stage of development, and therefore has some outstanding problems like making a good and economic block choice. A solution might be to use heuristics for similar problems in the LCP array [5, 23] , our presented approach is a nice baseline but too complicated and resource-expensive. It also would be nice to get rid of the restriction of run-based blocks; Section 5.1 indicates that this is possible, but collisions complicate the situation. In our opinion, the "big deal" will be to build a compressed FM-index [8] with full functionality; the footnote on page 12 clearly indicates that this should be possible, although correct pattern counting might be a bit tricky. Thinking of a text index with half of the size of the currently best implementations seems utopian, but this paper shows that this goal should be achievable, giving a lot of motivation for further research on the topic.
A Proof of Lemma 12
Let L be the Burrows-Wheeler-Transformation of a string of length n with LF-mapping LF and let cntL and cntF be two bitvectors of size n. Then following properties hold for the generalized LF-mapping LF cntL cntF :
cntF is identical to the normal LF-mapping LF.
Proof.
2. Let cntF and cntL be two bitvectors such that LF 
Proof.
LF cntL cntF
[j] = select cntF 1,
= LF For the equality between (4a) and (4b) we must ensure that 
Both cases cannot intersect, the backward way of the argumentation follows analogously. The second equality to be explained is located between (4b) and (4c). Define
As the difference between cntF and cntF consists in clearing the LF arg (i)-th set bit in cntF, we get following connection between cntF and cntF: = select cntF 1,
The equality between (5a) and (5b) is correct because cntL[i] = cntF[i] = 0 holds by precondition.
For the equality between (5b) and (5c), we will reuse the notation defined in the proof of (2), thus Line (5b) is equal to select cntF (1, LF arg (j + 1 j≥i )). As the difference between cntF and cntF is the removal of the i-th bit (which is zero), we get following connection between cntF and cntF:
Replacing x with LF arg (j + 1 j≥i ) and using the definition of the generalized LF-mapping, we obtain Line (5c).
B Generalized LF-Mapping Computation
